Metrics Workbook
Section A: Data Collection Methods
Farmers Market Metrics (Metrics) is an evaluation & data communication system that empowers
market operators to tell their market’s story. Streamlined metrics and data collection methods
are combined with training resources, and a dynamic data entry website to automate analysis
and reporting.
The scalable and customizable system maximizes the utility of, and builds upon data already
collected by market management, while facilitating the communication of market impacts to
customers, vendors, funders, and research partners. The table below outlines the six main
methods for collection, as well as the recommended frequency of collection, level of effort
required and number of widgets available for reporting within the Metrics software. Users can
choose from 25 widgets to customize their own one-page summary reports.
The reading and exercises in the Metrics Workbook are designed to help you define your goals,
identify data collection methods that suit the capacity and mission of your market, and prepare
your vendors and market community so that you will have a smooth data collection process,
and maximize the features available in the Metrics online platform: Farmersmarketmetrics.org.
This is the first of the three Metrics Workbook sections:
A. Data Collection Methods
B. Metrics Selection Worksheets
C. Data Collection Plan Checklists
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Getting Started with Metrics
1 Set up Your Account
Use your FMC member user name and password to log in at FarmersMarketMetrics.org.
You’ll enter basic information about your operating organization, including contact
information.
2 Create Profiles for your Farmers Markets
Create a Market Profile for each of your farmers market locations. Information from each
Market Profile will be included in your Summary Reports, helping to provide context about
how your market is administered.

3 Review the Data Collection Methods
This workbook includes data collection instructions for the six recommended methods, as
well exercises to help select which metrics are most relevant to your goals and audience.
4 Plan & Prepare for Data Collection
Set your data collection schedule for the season, and prepare your vendors, customers, and
volunteers. Use the Data Collection Plan Worksheets to help you build a schedule and
identify your support team. Use the communications templates to create announcements
for vendors, customers and partners so they’re comfortable and ready to assist with data
collection when needed. If you’re collecting vendor demographic information, add the
vendor profile questions to your vendor application and renewal forms.

5 Enter Data Throughout Your Market Season
View brief videos for guidance on entering your data into Farmersmarketmetrics.org, and
reference the Metrics Data Entry Guide for step-by-step guidance and screenshots.
6 Share Reports
Customize your Summary Report by selecting six widgets of your choice, and share the
reports with your community, partners and with some new eyes too! Be sure to check out
the Metrics in Action page to see how other markets across the country are using Metrics,
and borrow some their good ideas.
7 Stay in Touch
Join the Metrics Google Group, where you’ll get information on the newest updates to
functionality and be able to ask questions of the Metrics community.
Want to talk with other metrics users to address a concern, or maybe brag about your
success? Join us at monthly Metrics Clinics, held on the 4th Monday of the month at
2ET https://zoom.us/j/7206191931 Or Telephone: Dial: +1 646 558 8656 (US Toll) or
+1 408 638 0968 (US Toll) Meeting ID: 720 619 1931.
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Data Collection Methods
Review the Data Collection Methods before you start creating your Data Collection Plan, so you
can identify the methods that are within your capacity to administer, and also provide the most
beneficial data to your market’s goals and needs.
The Farmers Market Metrics system contains six main methods for data collection: the Market
Day Report, the SNAP Eligible Goods Checklist; Vendor Profiles, the Visitor Count, Visitor Surveys,
and Market Profiles. The Table below provides brief descriptions of each, including an example
of the type of information you’ll be able to share after collecting the data, and how many
widgets are available in the automatically generated Summary Report at
Farmersmarketmetrics.org. Continue reading for full instructions on how to administer each
data collection method.
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS

Visitor Count
The number of people required to complete a Visitor Count depends on the number of entry points
to your market. Create a market map to identify how many data collectors you’ll need, and to help
organize your data collectors on the day of the count.
1. Map Your Market: Create a map of your market by sketching its physical features. Include
vendor booths, seating areas, buildings, and other structures. Then mark all entrances. Draw a line
at each entrance, which classifies people as ‘in’ or ‘out’ of the market. Identify any secondary
entrances (between booths, through an alley, etc.) that could be blocked off on counting days. If
you can move a garbage can, chairs or even use caution tape to block off a secondary entrance, it
will help guide visitors to the primary entry points, and decrease the number of data collectors
you’ll need.
Once you have identified the entrances, give each one a name (i.e., the street name, food court, etc.)
so that everyone on your team is clear about which entrance is which. Ideally, you will have one
person assigned to each market entrance. However, if multiple entry points (especially primary and
secondary) exist within the same field of vision, they can be monitored by one data collector. Create
‘zones of responsibility’ on your map which outline the areas (including one or multiple entrances)
that can be monitored by one person.

Sketch of a Market Map with zones of responsibility and entry points defined.
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS | Visitor Count
We encourage markets to try to do full counts, meaning counting everyone entering all day,
whenever possible. Since the market will only be counting a few times per season, this will allow for
a much more accurate count and mean the other metrics that depend on this number to be
calculated will also be more precise. In some cases, however, this is not tenable given market
resource constraints. The secondary method used within Metrics is a sample count or timed entry
count, which means to count everyone entering the market for a set period of time. Please scroll
below for additional instruction on the Sample Count.
2. Prepare Materials: Prepare the Visitor Count Zone Report by adding your market’s name, the
date of collection and your market map. Counting instructions are included on the Zone Report. Add
any other information for the data collectors to know. Print copies for each data collector. Provide
data collectors a Visitor Count Record and a hand-held clicker. Hand-held clickers are inexpensive,
subtle, and improve the accuracy of these counts. If no clickers are available, instruct data collectors
to keep a tally of visitors on the back of their Visitor Count Record. If tallying by hand, data
collectors may require clipboards.
3. Implement the Count: Assign one person to keep an eye on the clock, and to make sure that all
entrances are staffed at the designated times. Give each data collector a Visitor Count Zone Report,
and highlight the instructions:
• Count only adults.
• Count individuals.
• Do not count visitors that re-enter.
• Do not count vendors.
Collect all Visitor Count Zone Reports at the end of the day.
4. Enter the Data: Visitor Count data is entered into the Metrics site under the Tally and Survey tab
of your market. Enter the total count for the specified market day.

Sample Count: Additional Instruction
Identify Your Counting Periods: Counts will be conducted for 20 minutes of each hour that the
market is open. The first counting period should begin 20 minutes after the market opens, and take
place the same 20-minute period of each hour after. So, if your market opens at 9:00am, counts will
take place from 9:20am to 9:40am, 10:20am to 10:40am, and so on. Enter the time of the counting
periods into the Visitor Count Zone Report.
.
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS | Visitor Count
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS

Visitor Survey
Ideally, Visitor Surveys should be conducted on the same days as Visitor Counts. This makes it easier
to know if the market collected a representative number of responses based on the attendance that
day. If it’s not possible to complete both the Visitor Count and Visitor Surveys on the same day, then
surveying the week following a Visitor Count is the next best approach. This will allow for a closer
relationship between the attendance and the number of surveys. The method used in Metrics is to
collect survey data for at least 2 days but preferably over 4 days in one season. A market season is
usually around 20-25 weeks. If you want to collect data for a year round market, you would conduct
data collection on two sets of days in the summer/fall season and then in the winter/spring season,
for a total of 4-8 data collection days over the year.
1. Identify Sample Size, Selection Interval and Number of Data Collectors
The term sample size means the number of surveys needed to provide a reasonably representative
amount of responses. The sample sizes listed in the table below will provide a 90% confidence level,
with 5% margin of error which is a level that most researchers would find adequate. Try to reach
your minimum sample size over the course of multiple market days, so you reach the widest variety
of visitors but be careful to not choose special days or go past the season that you are measuring.
Visitors who volunteer to take the survey, but aren’t in the selection interval should be allowed to
take the survey, to support the desire for participation. The volunteered surveys can be separated
out when entering the data (be sure to choose “volunteer” on these surveys). If multiple people in
one group want to take the survey, allow if they are each from a separate household, but step a few
feet away to then survey them one by one.
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS | Visitor Survey

To account for personal biases, data collectors should follow a systematic approach to selecting
people to be interviewed. Depending on the sample size required at your market, a corresponding
selection interval is provided. For example, if the visitor survey selection interval is 4, the data
collector will survey every 4th adult that crosses the survey line. The table below gives
recommended interval period and survey counts for a season.
2. Map the Survey Line
Identify locations in the market where you can administer the survey. Near the market info booth,
or a main entrance typically work well. Establish (or chalk) a line near the survey area. The data
collectors will count the adults that walk past the line and ask every Nth adult to take the survey. If
possible, have a table for shoppers to put down their items, or an umbrella for cover if the day is
warm or misty.
3. Prepare Materials
Surveys can be completed directly in Farmersmarketmetrics.org if you have access to smart devices
(phones, tablets, etc.). If using the online survey feature, ensure that all collectors have the URL up
on their phone or tablet and that you have access to an internet connection.
If you’re using the paper format, customize the Visitor Survey template with your market name, the
date of the survey, the target number of surveys to be completed and the selection interval that
data collectors should use. Print enough surveys to fulfill your goal, as well as plenty of extras.
Gather enough clipboards for your data collectors, as well as pens and pencils.
4. Administer the Surveys
Show the market map to your data collectors. Identify where they will administer the survey, how
they will execute the selection interval (i.e., count adults that cross the ‘survey line’).
If possible, ask one of the data collectors to manage interval selection; they’ll approach every Nth
market visitor to cross the survey line, ask that visitor if they’re willing to take a short survey, and
direct them to a data collector with the surveys. This is especially important for larger markets.
Provide the data collectors with their materials, and go over the following instructions:
Ask every Nth adult visitor who crosses the survey line to take a survey. A good opener is “Do you
have a minute to help the market?”
Ask the survey questions verbally, and record the answers on the survey form.
If a visitor outside of the interval count volunteers to take the survey, circle ‘volunteer,’ on the
survey. If a visitor does not want to complete the survey, asking them to participate does not count
towards your minimum sample size. Identify the next respondent through the selection interval. In
other words, don’t just ask the next adult to complete the survey.
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS | Visitor Survey

4. Enter the Data: Using the online survey feature on Farmersmarketmetrics.org takes care of
data entry for you, and requires no further entry. If Visitor Surveys are collected in paper
format, each survey must be entered into Farmersmarketmetrics.org in the Tally and Survey
tab of your market.
Tips for a Successful Survey
Conduct a few role plays with collectors before they begin so they can be confident from the
start in their surveying. Positive energy makes surveying people at markets a fun job and
increases their effectiveness.
Whatever the target number of surveys is, spread the number evenly across the hours the
market is open. If all surveys are collected in the first hour, the answers will skew to a specific
demographic and may not represent the entire spectrum of shoppers that the market attracts.
Whether the surveyors approach people exiting or entering the market is really based on the
type of questions being asked.
If the questions are about their shopping that day (as in how much they spent), try to catch
people as they leave. If the market is asking only questions about their mode of transportation
or zip codes, then it doesn’t matter at what point the survey is taken. However, market
shoppers are often nervous about their favorite products being sold out before they arrive, so
more people may brush the request off on their way in.
Follow%up%with%data%collectors%throughout%the%day%to%answer%questions%and%hear%about%their%
experiences.
At%the%end%of%the%market%day,%gather%your%data%collectors%together%to%review%your%success.
• What%worked%and%what%didn’t?
• Did%shoppers%respond%better%to%one%request%over%another?
• Were%there%areas%that%you%felt%visitors%were%not%getting%surveyed?
Discussing%these%questions%while%they’re%fresh%in%your%mind%will%better%prepare%you%for%your%next%
Visitor%Survey.
After%the%market%day%is%over,%if%you’ve%collected%paperEformat%surveys,%be%sure%to%input%those%into%
the%Metrics%website.
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS | Visitor Survey
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS

SNAP Eligible Goods
Counting the number of SNAP eligible goods is a straightforward process with many interested
audiences. Promoting SNAP eligible goods in a marketing campaign is a great way to encourage
SNAP shoppers that usually shop at groceries to try the market. Local and state government
agencies can tout these numbers as part of a campaign against food deserts.
1. Prepare the Materials. Counting SNAP eligible goods is a simple manual process done at the
market. Simply download the Checklist and bring it to market, either in paper form on on a tablet.
2. Complete the Checklist. Starting at one end of the market, visit the first vendor’s booth or table.
• If a vendor offers at least one type of SNAP-eligible product, they should be counted as a “Vendor
Offering SNAP-Eligible Goods.” Mark a tally for each of these vendors in row 15.
•

For every product type available, mark a tally in that product’s row, under “Data Collection Day
1”. Once you have marked a tally for every product offered for sale by the first vendor, move on
to the next vendor’s booth, and repeat.

•

The Checklist also has a place to make note of the total number of vendors present, in row 14. To
find this number, count as you go, or refer to market day attendance records.

3. Enter the Data. If you complete the Checklist on paper, totals should be transferred into the
SNAP Eligible Checklist in Excel, where calculations will automatically be completed. Once these
numbers are entered into the Checklist in Excel, the workbook will calculate the:
•
•
•
•

Average number of vendors offering SNAP eligible products per market day;
Average number of SNAP eligible products per market day;
Total number of fruit and vegetable types offered for sale; and
Percentage of Vendors Offering SNAP-Eligible Goods Per Market Day.

These metrics can then be entered into the “SNAP Eligible Goods” section of Metrics. This
information will populate the “Number of SNAP Eligible Goods” metric in the Market Report.
Follow this link to download the SNAL Eligible Goods Checklist as an Excel File.
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS

Vendor Profiles
Vendor'profiles'are'a'critical'component'of'Farmers'Market'Metrics.'The'vendor'data'you'collect'as'
part'of'your'application'process'is'rich'with'demographic'information'that'can'be'directly'translated'
into'impacts'in'your'community.'Some'examples'are'below:
•
•

How'many'acres'do'you'cultivate?'='“X'acres'of'farmland'kept'in'production”
How'many'people'work'for'you?'='“X'people'employed'by'our'vendors”

Simply'by'asking'the'right'questions'of'vendors'regularly,'any'market'can'quantify'a'great'many'of'the'
benefits'that'are'gained.

There'are'two'ways'a'vendor'can'have'a'profile'– either'they'create'it'themselves,'or'the'market'
manager'creates'one'for'them.'We'strongly'recommend'the'vendor'creates'the'profile'themselves,'as'
this'fosters'a'sense of'ownership'and'accountability'over'the'data.
In'order'to'have'a'complete'vendor'profile,'all that'is'required'are'11'simple'questions'that'most'
vendors'can'answer'off'the'top'of'their'heads.'These'questions'can'be'found'on'the'template'included'
in'this'workbook'. If'a'vendor'chooses'to'be'more'thorough,'they'can'add'their'vendor'bio'and'logo,'
which'is'included'in'the'market’s'directory,'bringing'more'awareness'to'the'vendor.
Once'a'vendor'has'a'profile,'market'managers'can'search'for'and'add'the'vendor'to'their'markets'
within'FarmersMarketMetrics.org.'For'markets'where'vendorOlevel'sales'reporting'is'required,'vendors'
can'feel'confident'in'reporting'their'sales'through'Metrics,'where'only'the'vendor'and'market'manager'
will'be'able'to'view'that'data.
Vendor'Profiles'must'be'confirmed'or'updated'once'a'year. At'the'start'of'each'new'year,'a'vendor’s'
profile'will'be'changed'to'“Needs'Update.”'The'vendor'or'market'manager'can'enter'the'profile'by'
clicking'the'confirm'button'next'to'each'field'where'the'data'is'still'correct,'and'updating fields'if'
necessary.'Once'this'is'completed,'the'vendor’s'profile'will'return'to'“Active.” It’s%important%to%note%
that%a%vendor’s%underlying%information%will%still%be%used%in%all%metrics%and%reports%when%their%status%is%
“Needs%Update.”%Market%managers%should%endeavor%to%have%vendors%update%this%data%as%a%part%of%
their%vendor%application,%to%keep%the%information%as%fresh%as%possible.
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS | Vendor Profiles
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS | Vendor Profiles
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Data Collection Plan Template

Directions: Complete&the&Data&Collection&Plan&below&to&have&a&one:page&summary&of&your&data&collection&plan&for&
next&season.&Don’t&forget&to&add&these&dates&to&your&online&calendar&to&share&with&your&partners&and&volunteers.&

Season'Dates:'Start:&____________'''''Data'Collection'Leader:''Name:________________________
End:&_____________&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&Phone:_______________________
Email:&________________________

Method
Market Day Report

Date (s)
Every Market Day

Collection Goals
Every market Day

Vendor Profiles

______% participation

Visitor Count

______ times per season

Visitor Survey

______ surveys

Product Tally

_____ times per season

Collection Partners
(Organization Name or Description)
{Boy Scouts, 4-H Club, Vendors, etc.)

Point of Contact

Notes

Email / Phone

Compensation
{Card, stipend, tote bag, class
credit, market bucks, etc.}

Notes

Notes
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Community Awareness and Volunteer Post
Directions: These sample texts can be used at your market to help spread awareness of your data collection
season, as well as

Community Awareness and Volunteer Post
Dear Market Community,
The _________________ Farmers Market will be conducting evaluation at the market this season. This will
assist us in making the case for support for the market with current users, help expand funding and
awareness, and offer some data for our own internal analysis.
We will be sharing a list of metrics and seeking volunteers to assist in these efforts over the season. Data
collection will include two to four days of surveying, and/or counting visitors and products. Check out the
Metrics information on the Farmers Market Coalition’s site for more information.
If you are interested in assisting with our project, please contact ________________ at _________________.

See you at the market!
Sincerely,
__________________________

Things'to'Consider:'

•

Revisit your Metrics Audience Worksheet; are there any audiences that would be
suitable for asking or volunteers?

•

Consider seeking out church groups, scout troops, and other social groups that may
have volunteering as part of their normal activities.

•

High school and college students often are required to collect volunteer hours as part of
their school curriculum.
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Vendor Awareness Letter
Directions: This sample text can be used at your market to help make your vendors aware of your data
collection season, and the reasons why it’s important for them to engage honestly and completely with the
project. Try to make your vendors aware as soon as possible, preferably before the start of the season

Vendor Awareness Letter
Dear _______ Farmers Market vendors,
As we busily prepare for what we hope will be the best farmers market season ever, we are excited to
share with you some good news.
The _________ Farmers Market is using Farmers Market Metrics, which is designed to help farmers
markets understand and communicate their impacts. We will be collecting information from our visitors
as well as our vendors, helping us understand more about your business, which, in turn, will help us to
better support your operations.
This season, you may see some surveys being conducted at market, though they should be short and
not interfere with the flow of customer traffic in any way. We hope to learn valuable information about
our customers and our market’s overall impact that we will certainly share with you as the project
progresses. Additionally, you will be asked certain questions on a small number of topics, including
things like farm acreage (if applicable), gross sales at market, or the number of crops and varieties you
offer for sale.
Why are we asking for this information? We take for granted the significant economic and social benefits
that our market offers the community, but not everyone sees it this way. As the market continues to
grow, we may compete for space, parking, and the right to be taken seriously by the people who make
decisions about how land is used and municipal and state policies are made. We need to better
articulate the role this market plays in our economy and community if we want to see it thrive, and we
can only do that accurately with your help.
We want to assure you that any information you provide is confidential and will be compiled into
aggregate statistics. No individual business information will be released without written consent from
the owner.
Your cooperation, accuracy, and honesty in responding to any surveys this season is critical to helping
this market understand its impacts and communicate its value to potential partners and funders. We
greatly appreciate your cooperation and look forward to working with you to make this year the best
season yet.
Please stay tuned for further updates on this project and how you can help.
Sincerely,
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